I.
I attended an informal presentation of dance-maker Iris van Peppen
at her studio in Utrecht, Netherlands, on a snowy December day in
2017. The showing was a presentation of recent works. Van Peppen-a

dances shown. This gave the viewer a feeling that the dancers were
one wlth the material being presented, as well as being linked to each
other. They were present and aware.

former student at the School for New Dance Development (SNDD),
and informed by Trude Cone's Body-Mind Centering-inspired
pedagogy-has refined a proprioceptive cognition or felt knowing

dance's typical vocabulary such

in dance-making.
Trude Cone was the director of the SNDD [School for New Dance
Developmentl from 1989-2000. The SNDD was at the forefront of
the emancipation of dance education at that time. It was offering
new perspectives through somatic dance education, and specifically
under Cone's direction, looking at how the body-systems inform
choreography. As well as being a choreographer and teacher, Van
Peppen is a student of the BMC

work and has attended several of the

BMC body-system modules that lead to becoming a BMC practitioner.

Van Peppen manages to create dances that seem to engage the
dancers as if they were doing their own work. The dancers' presence
and approach to space had a sense of intention and purposefulness
that engaged the entire room, not only the stage space. Their use of
focus and expression was interconnected to movement and gesture.
When the directionality of a dancer's focus spatially corresponded to
a movement, or opposed it, it was willfully by design, affecting the
entire room. This created an interconnected mind, body, and space,
and that interconnectedness was the primary communicator of the
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She creates movement

material that doesnt rely on contemporary
as

memorable arabesques or attitudes.

She also avoids the frequent default

position of presenting "form."

Rather, she creates movement that primarily affects one's perception
of space and time. Form, as shape or tableau, seems subsidiary and
unimportant. Finally, I wondered how she managed to engage me
as a viewer in a way that seemed as though I was not "looking" or
"gawking," but participating bodily. The dancing showed thinking
and feeling through movement without being melodramatic or overly

intellectual. I did not perceive the work as conceptual, but rather
embodied.
Van Peppen says she "has discovered that the body systems do

not only affect our movement material, it affects everything that
comes with it in terms of perception, time, and space. Each system
opens up its own unique world of movement quality, the use o[ our
senses,

imagination, and the organization of space (composition)." Her

focus on body-systems generating choreography creates a felt sense
of understanding a dance, where knowing, feeling, and the senses
connect to space. Even though the dance unfolds before the viewer
in time, the viewer is instilled with a sense of what will happen next.
There is a graphic, three-dimensionai flow affecting the entire space,
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w'here feeling the next movement before it has happened occurs for
the audience, a prescient sense. This is a way for the viewer to interpret
and understand dance, where it is not portrayed as

a

stream ofrandom

and allowed me to feel as though l, myself, were movingwhenviewing
the work. With a perspicacious eye for movement, Van Peppen uses
the Body-Mind Centering body systems to help generate material,

researching how that lnfluences composition. She has a way of

capricious impulses, but as an earnest reflection and desire to focus
and commit to understanding the material of dance-the body. There
is an actualized and embodied engagement rather than emotional

building movement material in duration that, in tandem with

pantomime.

overarching development or structure o[ the dance.

a

dancer's presence, acts as a gateway to understand and even trust the

The two pieces I saw performed that snowy day were titled Nuclzus,

The body o[ the audience engages in the flow of the movement

a so1o, and Pulse, a group piece with five dancers. The work showed
Van Peppens ability to develop detailed, consequent movement themes

material being danced and the committed weight shifts of the

and a fascinating dilation of time and space.

In

Pulse,

i found myself drawn in, warching the whole group

dancing in one moment. And, even though the entire group was
present ln the space and moving the entire time, ln another moment my
attention was focused solely on the detailed rippling and sequencing
o[ one dancer's spine. There is an over-view as well as a microscopic
view being presented, where the audience's focus can fluctuate easily
from seeing the entire room, to a crack on the ceiling, to watching
one smali part of a dancer's body moving with incredible detail and

before it occurred. The development ofthe movement material was as
I wanted it to be. This was not predictable, however; it was as though
the performance that would transpire between the audience and the
dance work was inevitable. As the "now" moment unfolded in time,
I was filled with expectation, as well as being given a feeling of trust

that the dance made sense. I could follow it. I felt it and was part of it.
Van Peppen states, "When tapping lnto this system it offers
specific sensation of connectedness; where you feel the body and

clarity.
stark and revealing spatial limitation of staying in
one place presented a meticulously subtlebuilding of shifts olwerght
with states of being, movement, and presence woven and integrated
in each action. The performer had the ability to manipulate my focus

In Nucleus,

performers. Over time, through this bodily engagement, I felt as though
I could intuit the future of the emotional arc and the direction the
dance might take. I seemed to be able to [ee1 the next movement phrase

a

a

mind

Where'the me'and the other
from
the same matter. The quality
all
built
not
since
we
are
does
exlst
in a specific way, which
move
perceive
space
and
makes the dancers
(and
that or direct it)."
if
not
I
will
work
on
is alike for all of us
are space, and space is the body/mind.
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il.
with Van Peppen,
moving through her rehearsal methods and immersing my body in
I recently participated in a choreographic exploration

her choreographic approach. I was the only dancer present. We began

with extensive exercises based in hands-on work, using touch and
guided tutoring through imaginings o[ fascia. The hands-on work
she offered was specific in relation to the quality and direction of the
touch. This began by touching just below the skin; once the touch
below the skin was established there was a pause to allow the recipient
time to engage; then smooth but clear and slightly firm wrapping and
gliding actions of connected but opposing directions were used. Van
Peppen began by placing her hands on me; eventuaily, once the ideas
were established, I, in-turn, placed hands on her. We each moved
one another subtly. From the hands-on work, more dancing began to
develop as touch initiated movement in space.
The session developed from sma1l movements guided by touch
into fu1l-out dancing involving both solo and duet formations. At this
polnt the work began lo enter the choreographic re alm, as Van Peppen
occasionally stepped out and watched, coaching and sculpting my
movement material as it emerged. The coached dancing always linked

back, in some way, to the chosen verbiage from the hands-on work
with which we began. During the hands-on work I was asked to notice
how the touch in one part of the body was affecting the entire body.
She also offered directions such as "open your mouth sllghtly" and
"allow more breath to come in and out," and "as you leel this breath
allow it to support and extend your movement." The suggestion that
I allow my arms to be even more voluminous gave me the feeling of
extending beyond my kinesphere. Van Peppen's direction seemed to
move me beyond my cenesthesia as the perception of my bodily state
was shifting to new and unknown places. This work was helping me
engage more fully, curious and present in intention and movement.

thought, and underslanding becomes felt. Dancers are touched, but
also touch one another. I aiso understood how "touch" can create
an absolutely transparent communication between dancer and
choreographer, as understanding is not only based on words or seeing.
Instead, words and seeing act as a reflection of touch and vice versa.
This proprioceptive cognition or felt knowing, or think-feel-approach,
is at the fore of Van Peppen's process and creates a clear mental and
bodily connection to the choreographic work for the dancer.
As Van Peppen coached my dancing in the session and spoke
of allowing the movement in my body to grow beyond the guide
of touch, into space,she offered insights about my use of focus. She
suggested taking the focus into a longer range spatially, allowing breath
to support a oneness wlth space, but also allowing rhythm and sound
to extend into space, alongside this enhanced awareness of my focus.
Her coaching was spontaneous and physical, as she herself stayed
moving throughout the entire session.

I realized that the opportunity to connect with space also was
available from the moment Van Peppen placed her hands on me, and
that, without realizing it, I allowed the touch to remain localized and
internalized rather than broadly spatial. l, without realizing, limited
my awareness o[ space as I received touch. This is a lesson I will bring
forward with me. I can stay aware of space, allowing the opportunity
for touch to be open and universal, if I choose.

Working with both spatial awareness and also this deep sense of
touch, I came to the realization that I didn t have to compartmentalize
either. That I could maintain both this broad scope (space) with the
openness of deep, localized sensing. This approach created movement
logic that is readable in space that can be followed and felt by an
audience, creating a fascinating bodily-inevitability.

Experiencing the practical session illuminated many ol the
observations I made in the showing back in December. I understood
how "touch" creates specifrcity lor the dancer. The specificity is ce11u1ar
and deep to lhe dancer's understanding, where leeling becomes
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III.
As both viewer (of performance) and participant (in studio exploration),

I can say that Van Peppen expands and contracts space and time
in her choreography, instllling a sense ofbeing able to predict the
future of the dance. The dancers in her work are concerned with
sensing and feeling the entire space, rather than presenting movement

frontally. The audience is thus engaged in full space and encouraged
to feel movement three-dimensionally. Thls is also supported by
the dancer's strong and open use oflong-range focus. The intricate

"1

can spend a lifetime researching this, it's endlessl lt's a quest.

And it's for me impossible not to use the systems when dancing/
creating. It's like once you see, you cant go back. The movement in
itself is not relevant yet the intention of it makes the impact. Movement
can be performed in millions of ways. Whatever the intention, it's
always linked to a system. To me this is the essence of dance and life;
the systems help us to embody. . .The creative process [is transformed]
i.nto the performative body."

{p

logical progression of movement material felt grounded, organic, rather
than like s1ick, circus-type moments swimming in a sea of quixotic
gesticulations. Such choreography that builds from touch allows for
no fumbling about, no searching for words to explain or confuse ideas.
Touch crystallizes what is a theoretical, cognitive understandi.ng of the
body. Meanwhile, the choreographic work is expressed physlologically,

but it is also the process beginning from touch and moving into
ensemble dancing for an audience.

While movement is specific and directed, it originates from the
dancer's understanding of the material being explored. As a dancer,
Van Peppen "feeIs" exactly what she is aiming for in her choreographic
work; she receives the touch ofher dancers and discusses this to help

further clarify the various levels of communication that occur in her
process. She also understands as a director how movement works in
progression, one movement before or after another, what is too much
or not enough. This judgment is not based on a form with typified
static aesthetic; it is intuitive and fe1t, in a choreographer's own body
and, in turn, empathized with in the visceral kinesthetic of the viewer.
The goal of this kind of work creates a challenging paradox: the
assiduous cra{ting of movement is not about the presentation of rigid

and archaic dance forms, but a contract with the body itself. Van
Peppen dancers perform from a place of personal commitment and
engagement to Van Peppens, and their own, movement research. Here

dynamic movement material is gathered from the principles
such as those of Body-Mind Centering where, in Van Peppen's own
is where

words,
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